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Nothing is more important to continuing medical education
than a well conducted and informative meeting. Despite the
fact that we do this so often, I am surprised at how frequently
a meeting is badly organized or conducted. In my very first
editor’s page, “Next Slide, Please” (1), I made some concrete
suggestions about the planning and conducting of medical
meetings. I would recommend it to those who are novices at
organizing meetings or those whose meetings are not going
well. Over the past few years, I continue to be amazed at how
badly some meetings are conducted. I’ve listed below some
common problems and ways to correct them:
Problem 1. The meeting falls way behind schedule; later
speakers are hurried, or the meeting runs over.
It is the responsibility of the chairman to keep the meeting
on time. First of all, it is important to organize the meeting
with “extra time” programmed in. This can be in the form of a
longer discussion period, a longer break time or a longer lunch
period. All speakers should be informed of their strict time
limits and the number of slides appropriate for that time. It
always amazes me when a speaker shows up with a carousel of
40 to 60 slides for a 20-min talk. For me, personally, the
number of slides should be less than the scheduled time in
minutes. A timing device at the podium (i.e., green, yellow and
red lights) is very helpful to the moderator and the speaker. If
the speaker goes over a few minutes (i.e., 4 min for a 30-min
talk), the moderator should come to the podium and stand by
the speaker as a firm signal for the speaker to end. I used to
think that it was only inexperienced junior faculty who went
over their time. However, I was recently at a meeting of very
experienced senior faculty from around the country, and
everyone (except me!) went 10 to 20 min over their allotted
time—it required the cancellation of valuable workshops.
Always start on time and end on time! Many moderators
waste valuable time by starting late and then using more time
than necessary for introductions, announcements, comments
and other items. Always build in programmed time at the
beginning for such announcements and introductions. As a
speaker, I always plan my talk for 5 min less than the scheduled
time, which usually works out just right.
Problem 2. Considerable overlap of talks on related topics.
It is very disconcerting to see the same slides or information
appear in several talks at the same meeting. Although repeti-
tion is good for learning, it wastes times and diminishes the
impact of a given talk. There are several reasons it occurs. The
first is simply uncertainty about what to cover. The meeting
planner should specifically inform speakers of the material to
be covered and give strict instructions regarding overlap.
Speakers on related topics should be urged to contact each
other and discuss their presentations to avoid overlap. There is
nothing more disconcerting to the next speaker than to hear
the words “I am showing a few slides on the next topic, which
I’m sure the next speaker will discuss in more detail.” This is
followed by showing the key slides of the next talk, which gives
the following speaker very little to say. At the meeting and
before the presentations, it can be helpful for speakers on
related topics to quickly review each other’s slides or the
content of their presentations.
Problem 3. The slides or other visual aids are unreadable.
Nothing makes an audience more upset than slides that are
unreadable beyond the first row. I have heard speakers show
such a slide and say “I don’t expect you to be able to read
this . . .” Then why show it? If the slide shows 25 pending
studies on a topic, why not show a simple word slide that says,
“There are 25 ongoing studies on . . .” It is very important that
each slide have a simple, straightforward message that can be
easily read from the back of the room. On the other hand, the
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overly slick slides of some pharmaceutical companies may raise
questions about a balanced view on the topic.
Problem 4. The room arrangements are inappropriate.
The chairman must make sure ahead of time that the room
is appropriate. Such a meeting room requires a high ceiling, a
large screen, good projection equipment, appropriate lighting,
comfortable seating, a good light pointer, a good sound system
and the absence of distractions, such as a loud meeting next
door or a beautiful outside view. Some meetings are doomed
by poor physical arrangements and cannot be saved by even the
best speakers.
Problem 5. There is not enough discussion time.
It is extremely important for attendees to have their ques-
tions answered. This requires a reasonable amount of pro-
grammed time for questions and answers, panel discussions,
workshop discussions and the like. I have spoken to attendees
who did not get their specific question answered, and they feel
very frustrated by the experience. The willingness of speakers
to continue answering questions during coffee breaks can help
greatly when discussion time is inadequate.
It goes without saying that the most important part of a
meeting are the speakers and their presentations. Neverthe-
less, the next time you attend a continuing education or similar
meeting, also judge the meeting on the above five points. If it
comes up short, give the program director a copy of this
editor’s page and blame it on me. We truly have to stop
meeting like this!
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